More solution for corn harvesting

OROS CORNADO

Corn header family

AN ADAPTER

IT CAN BE MOUNTED ON ANY COMBINE HARVESTER

FOR DEMANDING FARMERS!

• According to the results achieved in international field shows, these adapters have one of the best stalk chopper all over the world ➔ consistently spread chopped stalk that contains small particles
• Low fuel consumption compared to other adapters
• Faster harvesting speed: up to 10-12 km/h, depending on the type of the substance / corn
• Aluminium gear boxes, automotive industrial quality ➔ lightened construction
• Wear-resistant hard metal power-coated chopper knives
• Modern cardan drive ➔ minimal maintenance demand

The position of THE STALK CHOPPER related to the chopping cylinder ensures EXCELLENT STALK CHOPPING QUALITY EVEN AT HIGH HARVESTING SPEED.

Advantages:
• Aluminium gear box
• Disengageable stalk chopper unit
• Long service life
• Optimum speed for perfect stalk chopping
OUR 6-ROW AND 8-ROW FOLDABLE HEADERS ARE SUITABLE FOR EU STANDARD ROAD TRAFFIC!

We recommend a transport vehicle for our foldable and fix framed headers larger than these sizes.

SNAPPING UNIT

WITH KNIFE ROLL

• Four blade type
  → less stalks get into the combine
  → lower fuel consumption.
• For better putting down we have mounted a special rib on each blade to combine the advantages of the old rib-type and blade type systems.

Usage of wider, multi-road adapters on high performance new combines is more cost-effective during harvesting.
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